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BONNESEN-STYLE INEQUALITIES
FOR MINKOWSKI RELATIVE GEOMETRY

J. R. SANGWINE-yager

ABSTRACT. Two Bonnesen-style inequalities are obtained for the relative in-

radius of one convex body with respect to another in n-dimensional space.

Both reduce to the known planar inequality; one sharpens the relative isoperi-

metric inequality, the other states that a quadratic polynomial is negative at

the inradius. Circumradius inequalities follow.

I. Introduction. By a convex body in Euclidean n-space, En, we will mean a

compact convex set with nonempty interior. The unit ball centered at the origin

will be denoted B, and E will represent a fixed convex body. The Minkowski sum

of two convex sets __ and L is denoted K + L, and the multiple of K by the scalar

t is tK. Steiner's formula states that

V(K + tL) = £ (H\eV(K,..., K, L,..., L)
i=o ^l ' "~v~"'        ^^

n—i i

where V(-) is the n-dimensional volume and the terms

V(K,...,K,L,...,L),

n—i i

called mixed volumes, are defined by this formula. For a discussion of mixed vol-

umes see [11, p. 84 or 17, p. 209]. If L = B, then the mixed volume with i copies

of B, i = 0,..., n, is the ith quermassintegral, Wi(K), of __. The zeroth querrnass-

integral is volume, n times the first is surface area, the (n — l)st is proportional to

the mean width of K where Wn-y(B) = V(B), and the nth is constant and equal

to V(B).
The setting for this paper is Minkowski relative geometry. Here we use the

Euclidean metric, but the functions of convex sets in which we will be interested,

for example quermassintegrals and inradius, are evaluated relative to the fixed body

E rather than the unit ball B. The ith relative quermassintegral of a convex set

K, i = 0,... ,n, is defined by

Wl(K;E) = V(K,...,K,E,...,E).

n — i i

In most cases we will use V(K) and V(E) rather than the notation above for

the zeroth and nth relative quermassintegrals. The relative inradius, r(K;E), and
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circumradius, R(K;E), of __ with respect to E are defined by

r(K; E) = sup{r: some translate of rE C K},

R(K; E) = inf{R: some translate of K C RE}.

Notice that if K is a convex body

(1) r(K;E) = l/R(E;K).

A convex set K is said to be a homothet of L if __ is a translate of a scalar multiple

of L, that is K = x + tL, for some x in En and some scalar t. A convex body is

said to be normal if the origin is an interior point. The kernel of K with respect to

a normal convex body E will be denoted K0 where

K0 = {x:x + r(K;E)ECK}.

Note that the dimension of the kernel is less than n. If E = B, the kernel is the

locus of the centers of incircles of __.

II. Known Bonnesen and Favard inequalities. An inequality of Bonnesen

in the plane states

(2) 0> V(K)-2tWy(K;E) + t2V(E),        r(K;E) <t < R(K;E).

Equality holds at t = r(K; E) if and only if K = K0+r(K; E)E, and at t = R(K; E)
if and only ii K = E or K = {x}. Bonnesen [7] proved this result for E = B; the

proof for the relative case was established by Blaschke [2, pp. 33-36] and may also

be found in [14]. This result is of special interest because it implies

W2(K;E)-V(K)V(E)> (^1(R(K;E) - r(/_;_?)))

which strengthens the relative isoperimetric inequality in the plane.

Several authors have investigated the extension of (2) to higher dimensions. The

isoperimetric inequality was strengthened by Hadwiger [15], for n = 3, and Dinghas

[9], for all n, with the following inradius inequality

(Wy(K)\n/{n-l)     V(K)      ((Wy(K)V'(n-l)     r(K.BX

(3) VViEj) ~V(B)-[(-vW) -r^B))

where equality holds for n = 2 if and only if K = Kq + r(K; B)B, and for n > 2 if

and only if K is a ball. If n = 2, this inequality is (2) for E = B and t = r(K; B).

Dinghas' proof uses the method of inner parallel bodies and may be extended to

relative inner parallel bodies; the extension of (3) to relative geometry will be given

below as the first corollary of Theorem (19). Another extension of Bonnesen's

inequality was conjectured by Wills [22], and proved by Bokowski [3] and Diskant

[10]. It states

(4) 0 > V(K) - nr(K; B)Wy(K) + (n- l)rn(K; B)V(B)

where for n > 2 equality holds if and only if K is a ball. Notice that if n = 2

this inequality is also (2) for E = B and t = r(K;B). The inequality was later

sharpened by Osserman [18]. A further improvement, and the establishment of the

inequality for relative geometry, will be presented as the first corollary to Theorem
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(23) below. For a discussion of Bonnesen inequalities, including nonconvex sets, see

[18].
For n larger than 2, (3) and (4) vary from the Bonnesen inradius inequality in

the plane in two significant ways: equality does not hold for bodies of the form Kq +

r(K; B)B, and the inequalities are not valid on the closed interval [r,R[. The first

difference was the motivation for Theorem (23) and, for n = 3, this result appears

in an earlier paper by the author [19]. Because both inradius inequalities proved

in this paper will be established for relative geometry, we may use (1) to obtain

circumradius inequalities; these inequalities are stated as the second corollary to

each theorem. There remain no known inequalities valid on the closed interval

[r, R]; in the conclusion the author will state a conjecture due to Teissier [21] which

involves this interval and is the third type of inequality which reduces to (2) if

n = 2.

Let TY be a planar convex body; for simplicity let A = V(K), the area of K, and

L = 2Wy(K), the perimeter of __. An inequality of Favard [12, p. 362] states

0 < A - 2R(K; B)L + 3R2(K; B)k

where equality holds if and only if __ is a ball. Notice that the direction of inequality

sign is reversed from (2). Combining Favard's inequality, (2) for E = B and

t = r(K; B), and the simple inequality 2A > r(K; B)L we have

(5) (L - \/L2 - 4ttA)/2tt < r(K; B) < 2A/L,

(6) (L + y/L2 - 3nA)/3n < R(K; B)<(L + s/L* - 4ttA)/2tt.

These bounds for r(K; B) and R(K; B) can be shown to be best. In addition to

establishing extensions of Bonnesen's inequality, bounds for the relative inradius

and circumradius similar to those above will be discussed in the conclusion. The

extension of Favard's inequality for n greater than 2 was obtained by Bokowski and

Heil [4]. If we let R = R(K; B), i,j and k be integers such that 0 < i < j < k < n,

and Cijk = (i + l)(k — j), then their inequality states

(7) 0 < cljkRlWt(K) + clklRjWj(K) + ckijRkWk(K)

where among convex bodies equality only holds for balls. Bokowski and Heil show

that the coefficients used in the inequality are best. This inequality is not valid in

relative geometry.

III. Inner parallel bodies and tangent bodies. The supporting function,

h(K,u), of a convex body __ in the direction of the unit vector _ is the signed

distance from the origin to the supporting hyperplane of K with outer normal u.

A boundary point of K is said to be extreme if it is not contained in the interior

of any line segment contained in K. The Krein-Milman theorem states that every

convex body is the convex hull of its extreme points, see [11, p. 24]. A supporting

halfspace of a normal convex body K is extreme if it is the dual of an extreme

boundary point of the dual of K; the unit outer normal of the supporting halfspace

is called an extreme direction of K. In general, u is an extreme direction of a convex

body if it is an extreme direction of a normal translate of the body. An alternate

definition may be found in [11, p. 27]. The set of extreme unit vectors of K will
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be denoted by U. The result which we will use is the dual of the Krein-Milman

theorem which states

K = f]{x:(x,u) <h(K,u)},
u€U

where (-, •) is the usual inner product.

A convex body is called regular by Aleksandrov [1, 1/34-35] if it has at each point

of its surface well-defined principal radii of curvature which are nowhere zero and

continuous functions of the normal. The theorem below follows from a generalized

version of the Brunn-Minkowski Theorem proved by Aleksandrov [1, 4/36]. To

obtain the theorem we also use the fact that the (n — f)th root of the ith relative

quermassintegral is monotone and homogeneous.

(8) THEOREM (ALEKSANDROV). Let L, Ky, K2 and E be convex bodies, let

i = 0,... ,n - 2 and assume, for scalars s and t, that L 2 sKy + tK2. Then

n-<JWt(L;E) > s n-</Wt(Ky,E) + t n-</W~(K2~E).

If E is regular, equality holds if and only if Ky and K2 are homothetic and L =

sKy+tK2.

On several occasions we will use the following generalization of Steiner's formula.

If K, L, and E are convex sets, i = 0,..., n, and s and t are scalars, then

Wi(sK + tL;E)

^ = £ fn7^ a»-«-W(i_ ^ K,L^,L,E^E).

■'— n — i—j j i

Throughout the discussion of parallel bodies we will assume that E is a normal

convex body in En. The relative inner parallel body of a convex body K with

respect to E at distance r(K; E) - X, 0 < X < r(K; E), is defined by

Kx = {x:x+ (r(K; E) - X)E C K}.

The inradius of K\ is A. The kernel, Kq, is the inner parallel body of K at the

distance r(K;E), and K = Kr^K.^Ey The properties of inner parallel bodies have

been studied by several authors, for example Bol [5], and Dinghas [9]. Many of

their results may be found in [16, pp. 17-19, 60-70] and [17, pp. 147-150, 269-270,
274-276]. Properties of relative inner parallel bodies in the plane may also be found

in [8].

The following are immediate consequences of the definition of relative inner par-

allel bodies. For all X, 0 < A < r(K; E),

Kx + (r(K;E)-X)ECK,

and

(10) Kx = f| {_: (x, u) < h(K, u) - (r(K; E) - X)h(E,«)}.
ueu

The family of inner parallel bodies is concave, see [16, p. 62] and [17, pp. 149-150],

that is

(11) Kes+{y-6)t3 0K3 + (l-9)Kt,        0<e<l,0<s<t<r(K;E).
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Theorem (8) and (11) imply that the (n — i)th root of the ith relative quermass-

integral is a concave function for i = 0,..., n — 2. The (n — l)st quermassintegral

is concave and the nth is constant. Therefore the relative quermassintegrals are

absolutely continuous functions, and their right- and left-hand derivatives exist ev-

erywhere on the half-open intervals (0,r(K;E)} and [0,r(K;E)) respectively, and

are equal almost everywhere. If F'(t) denotes the left-hand derivative of any func-

tion F(t) with respect to t, then

(12) V'(Kt) = nWy(Kt;E),

and

(13) Wl(Kt;E)>(n-i)Wl+1(Kt;E),        i=l,...,n-l.

The following lemma will also be needed.

(14) LEMMA. Let K and E be convex bodies in En, E normal. Then for

0<s<t<r(K;E),

(15) (t-s)W!2(Kt;E)<(n-2)(W2(Kt;E)-V(Kt,...,Kt, KS,E,E)).

Equality holds ifK = K0 + r(K; E)E.

PROOF. Let r = r(K;E), and choose s and t where 0 < s < t < r. The

definition of the left-hand derivative states

W^(Kt;E) = lim(W2(Kt;E) -W2(Kt„h;E))/h.
h—*0

For 0 < h < t — s, the concavity of the family of parallel bodies (11) implies

(16) Kt-h D 6KS + (1- 9)Kt,        6 = h/(t - s).

We will obtain a polynomial of degree n — 2 in h if we use (9) to expand the second

quermassintegral of the convex combination in (16). To obtain the bound for the

left-hand derivative of W2 (Kt; E) in (15) we need only determine the coefficients of

h to the zeroth and first powers. The first two terms of the polynomial are:

W2(Kt;E)-h^~^-(W2(Kt;E)-V(Kt,...,Kt,Ks,E,E)).
t — s

This completes the proof of (15).

If K = Kq + rE then (10) may be used to show that for all t, 0 < t < r, K% =

Ko + tE. In this case equality holds in (16) and therefore equality holds in (15).    □

The conditions for equality in (13) remain unknown since they were first investi-

gated by Bol, and the author does not know the necessary condition for equality in

(15). For n = 3, these conditions were established in [19] by considering the form

body of the inner parallel bodies. Consideration of the form bodies may also result

in sharper inequalities for bodies with "corners and edges". Examples of this type

of result may be found in Bol [5], Bol and Knothe [6], Dinghas [9; 16, pp. 68-70;

17, pp. 274-276] and Theorem (19) below. The relative form body of K about E

is defined by

K= P|{_:(x,_) <h(E,u)}.
u€U

It follows from the definition of the inner parallel body and the form body that

(17) Kx + (r(K;E)-X)KCK.
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Because all of the extreme supporting hyperplanes of the form body are also sup-

porting hyperplanes of E, the form bodies are tangent bodies of E. Equivalent

definitions of tangent bodies of various orders may be found in Favard [13, pp.

273-276] and Schneider [20]. In this discussion Schneider's numeration for tangent

bodies will be used; the only property of tangent bodies needed is the following

result of Favard.

(18) THEOREM (FAVARD).   If K andE are two convex bodies in En, then

V(K) = Wi(K;E)

if and only if K is an (n — i)-tangent body of E.

IV. Relative Bonnesen inequalities.

(19) THEOREM.   Let K and E be convex bodies in En.  Then

(Wy(K;E)\n/(n-l)     V(K)> (fWy(K;E)V^-l) _ V

\Wy(K;E)J V(K) ~ \\Wy(K;E)) K   '    })   '

If E is regular equality holds if and only if K is a homothet of K.

PROOF. It suffices to let E be normal. Let r = r(K; E) and choose A, 0 < A < r.

If we apply (17) to Theorem (8), for i = 1, we have

(20) Wy(Kx;E) < ( -</Wy(K;E) - (r - X) n~i/Wy(K;E)\       .

Integrating both sides from 0 to r with respect to A, from (12) and the fact that

V(K0) = 0, we have

\V(K) < f ( n-</Wy(K;E) -(r-X) n-{JWy(K;E)\        dX

=-, 1  _       ( ( -VWy(K;E))n

n-ifWy(K;E)\y

- ( --{/Wy (K; e) - r n~i/Wy(K; E))   Y

Since K is an (n - l)-tangent body of E, Favard's Theorem (18) states V(K) =

Wy(K;E). The inequality is established by dividing both sides by this quantity.

Assume E is regular. Equality will hold if and only if equality holds in (20) for

almost all A, 0 < A < r(K;E). If equality holds in (20) for some value of A on

the open interval (0,r(K;E)), then Aleksandrov's Theorem implies K\ and K are

homothetic and equality holds in (17). This implies that K and K are homothetic.

On the other hand, if K and K are homothetic then __ is a form body of some

homothet of E. It suffices to consider the case where __ = K. If u is an extreme

direction of any form body K then h(K,u) = h(E,u). Therefore in this case,

h(K, u) = h(E, u) for all _ in U and the representation of the inner parallel bodies

in (10) implies that __A = XK, for 0 < A < 1 = r(K;E). Therefore the inner

parallel bodies are homothetic to __ and equality holds in (17). By Theorem (8)

equality holds in (20) for all A in the half-open interval.    □
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A weaker version of this result may be obtained by replacing __ with E through-

out the theorem and its proof. For E = B the next corollary is the inequality of

Hadwiger and Dinghas (3).

(21) COROLLARY.   Let K and E be convex bodies in En.  Then

(Wy(K;E)\n'(n~l)     V(K)      ((Wy(K;E)V'^-l) V

If E is regular, equality holds if and only if K is homothetic to E.

We may now use (1) to obtain a circumradius result from Corollary (21). Inter-

change K and E and use

Wl(K;E) = Wn-l(E;K).

(22) COROLLARY.   Let K and E be convex bodies in En.  Then

(Wn-y(K;E)\n/(n~l) _ V(E)_      (fWn-y(K;E)\1/{n-1] _    _J_V

V      V(K)      J V(K)~ [\      V(K)      ) R(K;E)j   '

// E is regular, equality holds if and only if K is homothetic to E.

This completes the presentation of Bonnesen-style inequalities which sharpen

the isoperimetric inequality. The next inequalities involve polynomials whose coef-

ficients are relative quermassintegrals as in (4). A discussion of Theorem (23) and

its corollaries will precede the proof.

(23) THEOREM. Let K and E be convex bodies in En, E normal. Then for

allX, 0<X<r(K;E)=r

V(KX) > V(K) - n(r - X)WX(K;E) + (n - l)(r - X)2W2(K;E)

+ (n-l)(n-2)f (s-X)V(Ks,...,Ks,Kx,E,E)ds.

Equality holds for all X, 0<X<r,ifK = Ko + rE.

Evaluating (24) at A = 0 gives:

0 > V(K) - nrWy(K; E) + (n - l)r2W2(K;E)

(25) r
+ (n-l)(n-2) /   sV(Ka,...,Ks,K0,E,E)ds.

Jo

The definite integral in (25) is positive; therefore a stronger inequality than (4)

is obtained as a corollary. The sufficient condition for equality follows from the

Favard's Theorem (18).

(26)  COROLLARY.   Let K and E be convex bodies in En.  Then

0>V(K)- nrWy (K; E) + (n- l)r2W2(K; E).

Equality holds if K is an (n — 2)-tangent body of E.

By interchanging K and E and applying (1), as was done to obtain Corollary

(22), a circumradius inequality is also obtained. By continuity this inequality is

valid, and all terms are well defined, if K is a bounded convex set with dimension

less than or equal to n.
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(27) COROLLARY. Let K be a bounded convex set, E a convex body in En and

R(K;E) = R.  Then

0 > (n - l)Wn-2(K; E) - nRWn-y(K; E) + R2V(E).

Equality holds if E is an (n — 2)-tangent body of K.

If we consider the original Bonnesen inequality (2) it is obvious to conjecture

that for n > 2 the "alternating Steiner polynomial",

(28) £(")h)W<(-.;£),
i=0 ^   '

is negative on the closed interval [r, R]. This conjecture is false and counterexam-

ples are given in a previous paper by the author [19]. In private communication,

Bokowski observed that the Bonnesen-style inequalities, (3), (4) and (7), lead one

to search for inequalities involving three quermassintegrals. To obtain (25) the au-

thor took the strongest linear inequality for three quermassintegrals, from Corollary

(26), and added the term (in the form of a definite integral) which gave equality

for bodies of the form Kq + rE. For n = 3 the definite integral in (25) is equal to

r2V(K0,E, E). The author has not discovered an equally nice interpretation for

this integral in higher dimensions.

PROOF OF THEOREM (23). Fix A, 0 < A < r. For allt, A < t < r let

f(t) = V(KX) - V(Kt) + n(t - X)Wy(Kt;E) - (n - l)(t - X)2W2(Kt; E)

-(n-l)(n-2) j (s-X)V(Ks,...,Ks,Kx,E,E)ds.

Using (12) we find

f'(t) = n(t - X)W[(Kt;E) - 2(n - l)(t - X)W2(Kt;E)

-(n-l)(t-X)2W^(Kt;E)

- (n - l)(n - 2)(t - X)V(KU... ,Kt,Kx,E,E)

= n(t-X)(W[(Kt;E)-(n-l)W2(Kt;E))

+ (n-l)(t-X)((n-2)(W2(Kt;E)-V(Kt,...,Kt,Kx,E,E))

-(t-X)W!2(Kt;E))

Therefore by (13) and Lemma (14) f'(t) > 0; /(A) = 0, implies f(r) > 0. This

establishes the inequality.

If __ = K0 + rE, then Kx = K0 + XE for 0 < A < r. The volume of Kx and the

mixed volume of Ks, Kx and E may be expanded using (9). Equality follows.    □

V. Conclusion. First, bounds for the inradius and circumradius will be dis-

cussed. The inequalities in the four corollaries yield bounds for r(K;E) and

R(K;E); the corollaries to Theorem (19) give only a lower bound for the inra-

dius and an upper bound for the circumradius. Additional bounds are

V(K)/Wy(K;E)>r(K;E),

R(K;E)>Wn_y(K;E)/V(E),

and those which may be obtained from (7) for R(K; B). It is a simple matter to

show that the quotient of volume and the first relative quermassintegral is a better
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upper bound for the inradius than the upper bound obtained from Corollary (26);

this is analogous to the upper bound in (5). Equality holds if and only if __ is an

(n - l)-tangent body of E. The corollaries give two lower bounds for r and two

upper bounds for R; in general neither is better than the other. For example if

E = B, the lower bound for the inradius in Corollary (21) is better for a ball-like

body, while the lower bound in Corollary (26) is better for pencil shaped bodies. It

remains to consider lower bounds for R(K;E). In relative geometry the quotient

of the (n - l)st relative quermassintegral and the volume of E is best. If E = B,

then a better bound is obtained from (7) analogous to (6), see [4, p. 7].

Next, the following conjecture is due to Teissier [21, p. 101]. Let sy < ■ ■ ■ < sn

be the real parts of the roots of the alternating Steiner polynomial (2.8). Then

0 < sy < r(K; E),    and    R(K; E) < sn.

Notice that this conjecture would provide a third lower bound for r, a third upper

bound for R, and if n = 2 it reduces to (2). It is simple to show, for n = 3, that all

roots of (28) lie in the positive real half-plane, and ii E = B and __ is a cap body

(1-tangent body of B) then (28) does have complex roots.

Finally, let *<(__;£) = Ri(K;E)Wi(K;E) and <Pi(K;E) = ri(K;E)Wi(K;E).
The inequalities of Bokowski and Heil (7) are upper bounds for <_■,(__;_?) by a

weighted arithmetic mean of <_;(__;.£?) and $>k(K;B), 0<i<j<k<n. No-

tice that Corollaries (26) and (27) are similar inequalities, but lower bounds for

tpy(K;E) and $n-y(K;E). Bokowski and Heil show, by considering truncated

spheres, that the weights which appear in their inequalities are best. One may

show for a family of convex bodies, say cylinders, which converge to an (n - 1)-

dimensional ball that Corollary (26) for E = B is best. Unlike (7), Corollaries (26)

and (27) are not special cases of a larger family of inequalities involving any three

relative quermassintegrals. To see this consider the circumradius. The only valid

inequalities are

0>(n-l)$i(K;E)-n$n-1(K;E) + *n(K;E),

for i = 0,..., n — 2, which follow directly from Corollary (27). Suppose there were

another inequality where <_.,•(__; E) is bounded below by a weighted arithmetic mean

of <_,(__;E) and $fc(__; E) for 0 < i < j < k < n, n > 2 and j < n - 1. Let K

be an (n — 1 — j)-dimensional convex set. Then its ith and j'th quermassintegrals

are zero, its fcth quermassintegral is positive and since __ has dimension at least

1, its circumradius is positive. Because of the direction of the inequality sign, the

inequality is invalid.
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